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Abstract: Inertial sensors (IS) enable the kinematic analysis of human motion with fewer logistical
limitations than the silver standard optoelectronic motion capture (MOCAP) system. However, there
are no data on the validity of IS for perturbation training and during the performance of dance. The
aim of this present study was to determine the concurrent validity of IS in the analysis of kinematic
data during slip and trip-like perturbations and during the performance of dance. Seven IS and the
MOCAP system were simultaneously used to capture the reactive response and dance movements of
fifteen healthy young participants (Age: 18–35 years). Bland Altman (BA) plots, root mean square
errors (RMSE), Pearson’s correlation coefficients (R), and intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) were
used to compare kinematic variables of interest between the two systems for absolute equivalency
and accuracy. Limits of agreements (LOA) of the BA plots ranged from −0.23 to 0.56 and −0.21 to 0.43
for slip and trip stability variables, respectively. The RMSE for slip and trip stabilities were from 0.11
to 0.20 and 0.11 to 0.16, respectively. For the joint mobility in dance, LOA varied from −6.98–18.54,
while RMSE ranged from 1.90 to 13.06. Comparison of IS and optoelectronic MOCAP system for
reactive balance and body segmental kinematics revealed that R varied from 0.59 to 0.81 and from
0.47 to 0.85 while ICC was from 0.50 to 0.72 and 0.45 to 0.84 respectively for slip–trip perturbations
and dance. Results of moderate to high concurrent validity of IS and MOCAP systems. These results
were consistent with results from similar studies. This suggests that IS are valid tools to quantitatively
analyze reactive balance and mobility kinematics during slip–trip perturbation and the performance
of dance at any location outside, including the laboratory, clinical and home settings.

Keywords: inertial sensors; perturbation training; dance

1. Introduction

Postural instability and falls are common occurrences in older adults and stroke sur-
vivors resulting in numerous injuries and hospitalizations [1–3]. Voluntary and reactive
balance control are mechanisms of resolving fall risks in all populations, and these mecha-
nisms can be improved or enhanced via alternative training programs such as dance and
perturbation training [4–10]. Fall prevention training in the form of dance and perturbation
training has been extensively studied and the training effect on physical performance has
been evaluated in the clinical and laboratory settings by use of predominantly clinical
outcome measures such as Berg Balance Scale (BBS), Timed-Up and Go (TUG), Six-Minute
Walk Test (6 MWT) among others [4,6,9,10]. However, the optoelectronic motion capture
system (MOCAP) is a silver standard tool for motion analysis, which provides objective
data on gait, joint mobility, balance, and fall risk in studies related to perturbation, gait,
and, recently, dance training [4,5,11]. This implies that biomechanical analysis of balance
control has been studied extensively in the laboratory setting with large equipment such as
the MOCAP systems (e.g., VICON). Nonetheless, major limitations of the MOCAP systems
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(MS) are that of cumbersomeness, immobility, and restricted use outside of the laboratory
settings [12]. However, to ensure seamless translation and assessment of the laboratory
training effect to the clinical and home settings, it is imperative that these studies are
replicated in the clinics and in the home or community where older adults live by the use
of inertial sensors.

Inertial sensors (IS) provide a new direction of motion analysis for the smooth and
effective evaluation of the comprehensive kinematics of human motion [13,14]. Inertial
sensors, such as Xsens, are readily available, cost-effective, small, lightweight, and movable
motion capture systems, which can provide similar kinematic data to the bulkier MOCAP
system. Normally, IS possess tri-axial accelerometer, magnetometers, and gyroscopes,
therefore enabling measurement of kinematic variables such as joint, segment angles and
center of mass (COM) during human motion [15]. The attachment of IS for the evaluation
of kinematic data can be useful in analyzing human motion in any environment both
in and outside the laboratory settings. Thus, IS may play a key role in translating the
effect of biomechanical research to the everyday activities of health and pathological
populations. A few studies have evaluated the validity of IS for human motion with
variable outcomes ranging from moderate to excellent agreements using variables from
standard measurements [13,14]. Though IS have been used for analyzing some kinematic
variables of self-generated motion during testing for clinical balance measures [16,17], no
study to date has assessed the validity of IS for evaluating kinematic variables of proactive
and reactive balance control during slip and trip perturbations, and dance movements.

Proper gait in terms of appropriate stepping strategy forms the basis of human loco-
motion and fall prevention due to slips and trips [18,19]. The extent of gait parameters
such as step length provides major information on the proper walking function required
for daily activities. For instance, a shorter step length may be a predisposition to frequent
falls and injuries in healthy and pathological populations [20]. Additionally, slow walking
speed may be indicative of gait impairment, and a predisposition to falls and injuries, pre-
dominantly in aging [21]. Alternatively, knee joint angle extrapolated from thigh angle may
play a critical role in proper gait function [22,23], especially in toe clearance in health and
pathological populations. Although many feasibility studies with IS have been conducted
on overground walking [12,24], fewer studies have examined the validities of these sensors
on stepping mechanics in fall prevention. Additionally, since gait, joint angle and proper
stepping mechanics play critical roles in fall incidence, it is imperative to determine the
validity of IS in measuring these biomechanical factors related to fall risk.

Reactive balance strategies elicited upon exposure to an external support surface per-
turbation are common mechanisms of determining fall risk. These strategies form the basis
for implementing perturbation training programs, to reduce fall incidence in healthy and
pathological populations [4,19]. These reactive balance assessments are assessed mainly
using commercially available motorized treadmills include the extent of measures such as
step length, and COM state, i.e., COM position and velocity usually in standing (Stance
Perturbation Test) [19]. The above-mentioned kinematic measures form the foundation for
the determination of postural stability and reactive balance control during perturbation
training. With the ability to measure and generate COM as MOCAP, the use of the more
portable and cost-effective IS over MOCAP for perturbation training is a better alternative
for assessment of reactive balance control and fall risk, especially in the home or community
setting. However, due to the lack of a concurrent validity study, IS have not been utilized
to examine reactive balance control on the Stance Perturbation Test.

Additionally, dance as a multisensory modality has the ability to improve gait, balance,
and reduce fall risk [25]. However, only few studies examining kinematics of dance have
been conducted with mainly the MOCAP system in predominantly controlled laboratory
settings [11,26]. Outcome measures such as COM state, joint angle from body segments,
and postural sway have been examined in these studies. With dance being a social activity,
the transfer of its gains from the laboratory to the clinics, homes, and community is
critical for the holistic wellbeing of participants, and in adhering to the guidelines and
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recommendations by the Public Health Departments across the country [27]. To achieve
this, IS could be employed in conducting studies in the clinic, home, or community settings
to ensure proper evaluation of the effect of dancing on mobility and fall risk during the
performance of activities of daily living (ADLs). Additionally, to advance the use of dance
therapy, it will be imperative to determine the accuracy of IS for measuring kinematic
measures during dance prior to its implementation in home or community-based settings.
Moreover, the testing of the validity of IS during the stand perturbation test and dancing
is to encompass the two domains of balance control (reactive and volitional). While the
stepping response elicited on the Stance Perturbation Test assesses rapid and discrete
movement responses (having a defined onset and offset) [28] and serves to measure
reactive control, and dance movements including both serial (consisting of series of discrete
tasks), continuous movements (tasks with no recognizable beginning and end) [28] serve
to measure volitional control.

Thus, the aim of the present study was to determine the concurrent validity of IS in
measuring kinematic variables of balance and mobility related to fall risk during treadmill-
based perturbation (slip and trip) and dancing. Perturbations of varying intensities and
dancing with variable song paces were provided to participants. Then, the variables of IS
were compared to those from the MOCAP system (silver standard) for equivalence and
accuracy. It was hypothesized that there would be reasonably good to excellent agreement
of values of the variables analyzed in both systems.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Participants

Fifteen (15) young participants (18–35 years) without prior exposure to treadmill-
based perturbation, and without any involvement in dance routines for at least 1 year (via
prescreening interview) consented to participate in this study. Participants responded to a
general health questionnaire to ascertain their health status. All participants with recent
surgery or any musculoskeletal or cardiovascular conditions, which may impede successful
participation in the study were excluded from the study. This laboratory-based study was
approved by the institutional review board (IRB) of the University of Illinois at Chicago
and conducted in the Cognitive Motor and Balance Rehabilitation Laboratory.

2.2. Instrumentation

Kinematic data were simultaneously obtained with an 8-camera MOCAP system
(Motion Analysis, Santa Rosa, CA, USA) and with 7 inertial sensors (size: 47 × 30 × 13 mm;
weight: 16 g; MTw Awinda Wireless 3DOF Motion Tracker, Software: MotionMonitor xGen
version 3.3.9.0 Xsens Technologies, Enschede, Netherlands). The 8-camera optoelectronic
MOCAP system was able to sense infra-red rays emitted by 29 reflective markers (Helen
Hayes marker set), which were attached to various segments or joints of participants such
as the sacrum, thighs, shanks, knee, and ankle joints to generate both position, segment,
joint angles, and COM state. Concurrently, the 7 IS were attached to the sacral region,
thighs, shanks, and middle toe of each foot. These sensors are infused with tri-axial
accelerometers, magnetometer (±1.9 g), and gyroscopes (±2000◦/s). As such, these sensors
can capture the position, joint angles (estimated from segment angles), and COM state of
human motion [15]. To generate output data, the IS are calibrated for misalignment and
the manufacturer’s specifications show a static accuracy of ±1.5◦ and dynamic accuracy of
±2.25◦. By this calibration, the IS are able to provide accurate orientation angle data (yaw ψ,
pitch θ, and roll ϕ) through built-in integration of gyroscope, angular rate, and magnetic
field vector estimations while addressing drift error by data filtering [13]. Real-time data
from the IS unit are collected and automatically saved on a computer, with a sampling
frequency of 100 Hz [29]. The MOCAP and the IS systems were time-synchronized to
record data concurrently.
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2.3. Data Collection and Processing

For concurrent validity, participants underwent 2 activities, which included treadmill-
based stance perturbation tests (slips and trips) of varying intensities from levels 1 to 5, and
dance movements with three songs of varying paces from slow to fast. For the treadmill
perturbation, the displacement, velocity, and acceleration were the same, but with opposite
directions for slip and trip. Across all levels, the acceleration was always constant (6 m/s2),
while the displacement increased from 0.21 m for level 1 to 0.36 m for level 5, and their
peak velocity increased from 0.31 m/s to 0.86 m/s.

2.4. Slip and Trip-Like Perturbations Protocol (Stance Perturbation Test)

Reactive balance was evaluated with the Stance Perturbation Test. For this task,
which was performed on an ActiveStep® Treadmill (Simbex, Lebanon, NH), participants
experienced a series of slip-like forward and trip-like backward stance perturbations. The
slip and trip perturbations provided to participants were of different intensities with
10–35% (average of 21.5%) increments in intensity (belt velocity) from the lowest (level 1)
to the highest (level 5). The recovery foot is the one that undergoes a compensatory
step post-perturbation while the perturbed foot is the one that undergoes slipping or
tripping by sliding either forward or backward on the belt of the treadmill. Postural
stability variables of interest were mainly stability and step length at touchdown (TD) of
the unperturbed limb negotiating a compensatory or recovery due to perturbation. These
variables for each system were then matched for equivalence and accuracy. Since stability
is usually determined after the first reactive stepping foot touchdown during slip and trip
perturbations, stabilities of the lower limb at touchdown were the only measures considered
for analysis. Thus, the outcome variables of interest for slip and trip perturbation validity
test were stabilities at TD relative to the recovery foot and perturbed foot and step lengths
at TD (step length_TD) of the recovery foot.

2.5. Dance Protocol

For this activity, participants dance to three songs of slow (120 beats per minute, bpm),
medium (130 bpm), and fast pace (138 bpm). A protocol from a previous study [11] was
implemented to deliver songs or dance steps. The only variation with this current protocol
was that the three-trial recordings for each dance were set at a lesser time of 10 s in this
study compared to 30 s in the referred study. The mean values of variables for the three
trials were used for analysis. For analysis, segment angle excursions (difference between
the maximum and minimum angle peaks) of the right and left thighs (Rt and Lt thighs),
right and left shanks (Rt and Lt shanks), and the right and left feet (Rt and Lt feet) joints in
the sagittal plane were compared between the two motion capture systems for equivalence
and accuracy. The thigh and shank angles were determined by the calculation of the angle
between the body segment and the vertical axes, while the foot segmental angles were
established by calculating the angle between the foot and the horizontal axis.

2.6. Data Analysis

Data collected were processed by digitization via MOCAP and IS software to generate
initial COM, gait, and segment angle data. Then, further processing was completed using
a customized MATLAB code to generate COM state, step length of the recovery foot
touchdown post-perturbation, and segment angles of the lower limbs. These data were
then used to calculate stability values during the perturbation test.

To ensure that the coordinate systems were the same for the two systems, the cali-
bration procedure was first used to determine the coordinated systems of IS and MOCAP
systems. For the MOCAP calibration, an L-Frame was placed on the ground, the long
arm determined the x-axis (or AP direction), the short arm determined the y-axis (or
mediolateral, ML direction), the line vertical to both arms was the z-axis. For the IS, the
north-south direction always represented the x-axis while the east-west direction repre-
sented the y-axis. To ensure both coordinate systems are identical, we placed the long arm
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of the L-Frame in the north-south direction and the short arm in the east–west direction
for MOCAP calibration.

The COM state was calculated relative to the edge of BOS in the anterior–posterior
(AP) direction, and then normalized by foot length or

√
g × body height. The stability

values were computed with a previously developed method of determining COM state.
For the MOCAP system, the coordination of COM was computed from the kinematic data
using known segmental parameter information in a 13-segment representation of the body.
The edge of the BOS was represented by the heel of the perturbed foot and their velocity
was calculated by taking the time derivative of the corresponding trajectory. While for
the IS system, the COM position was estimated from the distance between the hip joint
and the ankle joint of the perturbed limb in the AP direction using segmental length and
angle, and the COM velocity was estimated using segment length, angle, and angular
velocity. Similarly, the step length was calculated as the distance between the trailing
heel and leading heel for the MOCAP system, and for IS system, it was calculated as the
distance between ankle joints using segment length and angle. For IS, segment angles were
exported directly from the IS processing system, but for the MOCAP system, the segment
angles were calculated using joint position data. The primary outcome measures (segment
angle excursions) for dance, were computed using segmental method formulas which were
proposed [30] and implemented in a previous study [11].

2.7. Statistics

The Kolmogorov–Smirnov test was used to check for normality of data with a paired
t-test performed to determine any significant differences between variables of IS and
MOCAP systems. A concurrent validity analysis via SPSS (IBM Corporation, Endicott,
NY) was conducted to determine the similarity between the outcome variables for the two
systems during the performance of each task. Initially, Bland Altman (BA) plots and the
determination of root mean square error (RMSE) were used to ascertain the agreements
of stability and mobility variables between the two motion capture systems. Secondly,
correlation coefficient (R) and intra-class correlation (ICC) were used to determine the
agreement of variables between the IS and MOCAP systems. To demonstrate the effect of
the song on body segment, correlations between each song pace and each segmental angle
excursion were determined. The significant level of p-values, α, was set at 0.05.

3. Results

All data were found to be normally distributed.

3.1. Slip and Trip-Like Perturbations (Stance Perturbation Test)

For slip perturbations, analysis conducted with 75 data points from 15 subjects in-
cluded data of five slip–trip levels or intensities from each participant. For all reactive
balance and stability variables, paired t-tests showed no significant differences between
the two systems (p > 0.05). Validity analysis of reactive balance variables during treadmill-
based slip and trip perturbations depicted moderate to high level of similarity of values
obtained from the MOCAP and IS systems. This was demonstrated by the Bland Altman
plots, Limits of Agreements and the calculation of RMSE, shown in Table 1, (Figure 1).
Additionally, the R and CC of stability and mobility variables of slips and trips shown in
Table 1 depicted significant positive correlations and similarities between the two systems
MOCAP and IS (p < 0.05).
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Table 1. Validity data of postural stability variables for slip–trip perturbation tests.

Variable R Value ICC RMSE Limits of Agreement

SLIP

Stability at TD of the recovery foot 0.59 0.56 * 0.20 −0.48–0.56
Stability at TD of the slipping foot 0.81 0.72 * 0.17 −0.23–0.45

Step length at TD 0.68 0.64 * 0.11 −0.24–0.39

TRIP

Stability at TD of the recovery foot 0.61 0.50 * 0.16 −0.21–0.43
Stability at TD of the slipping foot 0.77 0.71 * 0.15 −035–0.42

Step length at TD 0.68 0.64 * 0.11 −0.29–0.22
Abbreviations: TD = Touchdown, R = correlation coefficient, ICC = intraclass correlation coefficient, RMSE = root
mean square error, significant level of validity was shown by * denoting p < 0.05.
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Figure 1. Bland-Altman plots of postural stability measures (of the Stance Perturbation Test) for motion (MS) and inertial
sensor (IS) systems. The solid line represents the mean (M), while the two dash lines above and below M represent the
upper (M + 1.96 SD) and lower (M − 1.96 SD) limits of agreements (1.96 standard deviations), respectively.
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3.2. Dance

For the dance task, there were 42 data points obtained from 14 participants, which
consisted of data for three dance songs from each participant. Data for one participant
were excluded because of noise in data created by distortions in the IS system. Results
conducted by paired t-tests for mobility variables during the dance movements with the
three paces of the song showed no significant differences of variables between the two
motion capture systems (p > 0.05). Bland Altman plots, Limits of Agreements and RMSE
are shown in Table 2 (see Figure 2). Additionally, R and ICC scores depicted moderate to
high validity values for all segment angle excursions (p < 0.05). The R, and ICC scores for
mobility variables included segmental angle excursions are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Validity of segment angle excursions (exc) during dance testing.

Variable R Value ICC RMSE Limits of Agreement

Rt thigh_exc 0.71 0.71 * 1.9 −6.98–6.60
Rt shank_exc 0.78 0.77 * 12.46 −12.94–14.43
Rt foot_exc 0.47 0.45 * 7.69 −9.60–14.41

Lt thigh_exc 0.60 0.59 * 9.79 −13.11–18.54
Lt shank_exc 0.85 0.84 * 13.06 −15.18–17.72
Lt foot_exc 0.79 0.71 * 9.28 13.72–13.81

Significant level of validity was shown by * denoting p < 0.05.
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For each song, there was good concurrent validity of joint mobility values between the
two motion capture systems because the R and ICC positively correlated with all segment
angles. Dancing with slow-paced song correlated highly with Rt shank and Lt foot angle
excursions (p < 0.05). With the medium-paced song, there were significant correlations with
Lt shank and foot excursions, while dance the fast-paced song demonstrated significant
correlations with all segmental angle excursions (p < 0.05), except for the Lt foot excursion,
see Table 3.

Table 3. Correlations between each song pace and segment angle excursions.

Slow-Paced Song Medium-Paced Song Fast-Paced Song

R ICC Cronbach’s Alpha R ICC Cronbach’s Alpha R ICC Cronbach’s Alpha

Rt thigh_exc 0.28 0.38 0.44 0.38 0.53 0.55 0.77 * 0.86 0.87
Rt shank_exc 0.80 * 0.87 0.89 0.45 0.54 0.60 0.75 * 0.72 0.72
Rt foot_exc 0.12 0.14 0.13 0.38 0.51 0.55 0.57 * 0.67 0.67

Lt thigh_exc 0.41 0.41 0.52 0.25 0.36 0.39 0.53 * 0.67 0.68
Lt shank_exc 0.35 0.47 0.52 0.79 * 0.82 0.88 0.82 * 0.58 0.86
Lt foot_exc 0.87 * 0.93 0.93 0.73 * 0.80 0.81 0.4 0.32 0.33

Significant level of correlation (R) was shown by * denoting p < 0.05. Abbreviation: Lt = Left, Rt = Right, exc = excursion.

4. Discussion

This study demonstrated that motion analysis via inertial sensors could provide
precise kinematic data on body segments equivalent to the optoelectronic MOCAP system
during slip and trip-like perturbations (Stance Perturbation Test was used to evaluated
reactive balance), and in dance performance. In this study, the reactive balance and mobility
measures (stability and step length at touchdown) during slip and trip perturbations
were highly comparable in both systems. Equally, the mobility measures (segment angle
excursions) during dancing were highly equivalent in both systems. This implies that the
hypothesis of similarity and reasonably good agreement (with relatively close to 95% LOA)
of values analyzed between both systems was adequately realized in this study. It should
be noted that by advanced processing, joint angles could be extrapolated from the segment
angles (raw data extracted from both systems) presented in the results.

The optoelectronic MOCAP system, as a silver standard tool for motion analysis, has
been the most reliable tool predominantly utilized in clinical studies related to reactive bal-
ance control in varying populations in the laboratory setting [4,19,31]. Albeit, this system
comes along with logistical constraints and thus results in potential minor measurement er-
rors from soft tissue and skin artifacts stemming from the shifting of reflective markers [13].
Inertial sensors provide the added advantage over the MOCAP system of being portable
and therefore can be utilized both in the laboratory, clinic, home, and community settings
for assessment of health outcomes through data collection, processing, and analysis via
system-specific software [13,14,32].

Laboratory-based studies on fall prevention have examined reactive balance control
during slip and trip perturbations with key variables such as stability and joint angles at
touchdown [19,33]. These above-mentioned variables are major determinants of fall risk
in aging, and in neurologically-impaired individuals [34]. Generally, our study depicted
moderate to high R and ICC values for all variables during the perturbations. This implies
moderate to high agreement and accuracy of outcomes of reactive balance control and
mobility between the two systems. It also signifies moderate to high validity of data
obtained from IS for the analysis of reactive balance control. The results of the present study
are in accordance with other studies, which showed moderate to the excellent similarity
of gait, balance, and mobility kinematic variables between the two systems [13,35–38].
The results of this study would provide more confidence in conducting studies related to
reactive balance control during perturbation training, and assess the training effectiveness
in the laboratory and, more importantly, in the home and community settings by the
application of IS.
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Dance is an emerging alternative intervention that is generally accepted and enjoyed
by every population group and is increasingly being implemented to improve gait, balance,
and mobility or range of motion [26,39]. Additionally, dance has been extensively studied in
the young and aging populations to depict improvement in clinical balance measures such
as Berg Balance Scale (BBS) and Timed Up and Go (TUG) [26,39–42], but these measures
are predominantly insensitive and possess floor effect [17]. Therefore, the clinical gains of
dance may not translate into real-life situations. As such, the MOCAP system was resorted
to in the evaluation of the efficacy of dance by the provision of objective data of balance
and mobility [43]. However, with dance being a social event enjoyed by all ages, there is
the need to evaluate its effectiveness on balance and mobility with a portable, lightweight
IS system, which provides similar variables as the silver standard optoelectronic MOCAP
system [13]. The report of segment angle excursions in this study is vital because they
provide an estimate of the extent of joint movement during the performance of dance with
varying paces of songs. Our study also revealed moderate to high R and ICC as the absolute
agreements and accuracy of segment angle excursions were compared between IS and
MOCAP systems. This shows that generally, there was moderate to high validity of IS in
the evaluation of segment angle excursions during the performance of dance with varying
paces of song. It also demonstrated that IS may be a great tool for assessing segment angle
excursions during the performance of dance. With dance being cyclical and depicting
similar attributes to gait, studies on gait and other daily activities revealed high validity of
IS in analysis with joint angles [13,36,37] and high agreement of variable values between
IS and MOCAP systems [36,37]. These results could provide increased assurance in the
kinematic analysis of dance movement using IS. The IS system could thus serve as the ideal
tool for data collection, analysis, and the evaluation of the effectiveness of dance therapy
implemented in all settings, including the research laboratory, clinic, home, or community
settings to show improvements in health outcomes and advance the course of a home or
community-based therapy.

5. Conclusions

This study demonstrated the concurrent validity of IS by showing that analysis of
reactive balance and mobility outcome measures during slip and trip perturbations assessed
via the Stance Perturbation Test could be performed with IS with high accuracies, like
the MOCAP systems. Though there is scanty evidence on studies on dance training,
which have been conducted with MOCAP system, this study showed that studies on
dance therapy could be also conducted to determine its effects on postural control and
mobility measures with IS. With the determination of the moderate to high validity of IS for
assessing balance kinematics during slip and trip-like perturbations and dancing, there is
increased assurance for clinicians or researchers to evaluate the progress of home therapy
interventions. Additionally, with the current momentum shifting towards the translation of
the benefits of research into the daily activities of healthy aging, and neurological-impaired
individuals such as stroke, the increased validity of IS will pave the way for the increased
home or community-based research and employ the portable IS tool to conduct an objective
assessment of balance and fall risk of participants during perturbation training and dance
training.
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